
19th Young Economists’ Convention Presents:

Industry 4.0 and the Future of Work: Empowering 
Labor in the Post-Pandemic World

YOUNG ECONOMISTS POLICY 
INITIATIVE 

Apply as a participant (see YEPI 
prospectus) and/or join the convention

Partnered With 



The YEC is a catalyst of promoting and endorsing awareness 
regarding prevalent economic issues. It aims to move towards 
greater relevance for other young nation builders, while 
remaining true to the convention's economic roots.
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Cultivating Economic Mastery 
and Leadership Potential of the 
Youth.



2001

BRIEF HISTORY OF YEC

YEC was founded by the late Dr. 
Ponciano, Jr., with the support of 
the late Bro. Andrew Gonzales, 
F.S.C.

The 1s YEC initiative was a simple 
panel discussion among a few 
administrators, students, officials, 
and educators. YEC was still 
managed by DLSU-AKI.

2001

2007
The International Conference, initially 
an effort by the School of Economics 
Government (SEG), was born SEG 
partnered up with EconOrg in this 
initiative.

The dawn of YEC’s “Golden Age” 
emerged. YEC and EconOrg 
became one central committee, 
and YEC was managed closer by 
EconOrg. 

2012

Still being funded by DLSU-AKI 
with its current Director, Dr. Tereso 
Tullao Jr., YEC is now one of the 
longest-running student-led 
academic initiatives in DLSU. 

2020



Young Economists 
Policy Initiative (YEPI)

A policy initiative for young economists 
around the country relating to the relevant 
economic issues of today. The YEPI contest 
allows for contestants to consult with field 
experts on how to refine their initiative, and 
get a chance to be published. The YEPI 
Convention showcases the fruits of the 
competition, aside from talks from 
nationally-acclaimed speakers.



YEPI Competition
● Present your policy initiative and compete with young economists 

from all over the country
● Consult from field experts and professionals to refine your initiative
● Get the chance to win up to PHP 15,000 as well as publication 

support from the DLSU Angelo King Institute

YEPI Convention
● Listen in on the top 3 policy proposals of the young economists of 

today 
● Learn from experts of the field who will be speaking during the 

convention

What’s in store if you join?



See YEPI Prospectus to join 
as a participant.

Reply to your YEC 
representative to be notified 
on when the pre-registration 
for the convention begins.

Interested?



Website: 
https://www.dlsueconorg.com/yec 

Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/theYECdlsu

Find us on:

https://www.dlsueconorg.com/yec
https://www.facebook.com/theYECdlsu

